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“Can’t We See?” by Vivien Sorce, 15, Hinesburg
Silver Maple Award, Visual

SPECIAL THANKS 
THIS MONTHBeauty in 

the little things
There are billions of those 
little creatures,
they scatter themselves through the land.
They give, they take,
they destroy, they make.
You see, the beauty is in the little things:
the kind, young one 
going to help their friend,
the trio of critters walking and talking,
the life-long buddies 
swapping old stories.
You see, the beauty is in the little things,
not just in the one big one on top,
not just in the collective 
teamed together.
It is beautiful, that tiny spark of hope.
It is beautiful, that large group of honor.
It is beautiful, that individual speck.
What were they called again? 
Humans.
The beauty is in each one of them,
even if you or I cannot see it.
It glows and will live 
through the thick and thin.                                      

– Ethan huang, 13, norwich

Thank you, trees
Copper Beech Award, Writing 

Trees,
we need to thank you

for all the things that we never think about.
The dry spot in your roots during a torrent of rain.

Turning the colors of sunset to show us your beauty.
Preventing the sweltering sun from touching our fragile being.
And burning a fiery red to keep us warm during long nights.
After all that you do to improve our short, thoughtless lives,

our thanks is shown through the pulling of a saw. 
As I look out the window of my cozy, warm home,

I see a haze of snow driven by a biting wind
and proud trees stripped of their lifeline.

They slowly sway, almost dance
in the howling gale.
Then my thoughts

slowly drift to these
silent protectors

standing forgotten
but still doing their

part for their destroyers,
Earth saved with every breath,

countering a threat to our very existence.
So, trees, on this day, I thank you for all that you do.

                                                                                                                                              
 – BEn wEthErEll, 15, MontpEliEr

The city of green
Silver Maple Award, Writing 

The city of green
with bottomless arms,
the one that was built
by no man’s harm,
I go to that city to die.
When morning-star dies
and twilight reigns supreme,
when the eyes turn black,
as black as their dreams,
and men of yesterday tell their lie.
They speak of “progress”
and glory to match,
they speak of the future
too important to hold back.
With us, you can fly.
But I do not wish for iron wings
if the home of the birds
is reduced to twigs.
For that injustice, 
I do cry.
The city of green
must not be paved,
for the city is life,
and that we must save.
Or at least we can try.
So to the city I go,
where the song is the trees,
away from the men
who take what they please.
I go to that city to die.
                                                                                                                                              
 – EMMEtt Jarvis, 16, MontpEliEr

This month, we feature selections 
from Trees: Lifeline for Our Planet, 
this spring’s writing and visual art 
contest by Young Writers Project 
and Branch Out Burlington! 

Congratulations to the eight prize-
winners and eight honorable mentions 
and thank you to everyone who 
responded to the contest challenge: 

   Given the vital role of trees for 
   moderating climate change, in words 
   or visual art describe the importance 
   of trees to you and the critical role 
   they play in saving planet Earth. 

Special thank you to our contest 
sponsor Branch Out Burlington! 
for this partnership and the generous 
prizes and professional judging of the 
contest! 


